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INTR6DUCTION

central quest/ion addressed -in the research reported here is: what

areithe_eflects--,-AE-any, of learning a computer programming anguage uponrhe

learner's. ability to reason logically?

Logical reasoning is an important cognitive attribute of central

_ _ __
importance la many aspectsof life; There is.fairlytddespreAd agreedent among

educators and the general public '.that th6. deVelOpment of problem solving and

critical thinking abilities in students axe two major goals of the educational

system.' It.has been argued; quite persuasively; that logical reasoning

i.e.; the drawing of valid inferences and correctly judging whether or not a
_

statement follows from others necessarily) it -central to both problem solving

and critical rhiekieg.2 Indeed; it is difficuit to imagine an-approach to
_ .

:Ott:bled solving that does not include some aspect of deductive\or inductive

reasoning. Can learning a computer programming language influehde the

Iearneris ordinary7latigeage Logi-6AI reasoning ability?3

Ati empirical test of this question is vital since the_ratesat which

itrocom or ome and- school use is Increasing

andL-isnot-likely---to-aliat:e7for at least a decade4. In addition,

the teaching of,computer programming has moved downward in the school

curriculum from college to elementary school and shows signs. Of becoming

widetpread45

If research shquld show that logical reasoning.abilityis enhanced by
.

learning4a computer programming. then there.wquId exist acompelling

practical incentivelor incorporationg computer programming into school



curricula at all /evels. In addition, this method of (indirect) instruction in

logic could prove to be a viable alternative,to the kind ,of direct logic

instruction which hs been largely ineffectual in the schools.6
- )

However, should empirical studies show that learning a computer

programming' language- results in learning "incorrect': logical principles, then
.

. .

a warding:cad b -,Sounded: learning computer programming can confound'aetempts

tO teach logicar4 easoning and. thus. the learner's problem

sOIving and critical thinking abilities; Re-Stitt tuth AS these might lead td, a.

collaborative effort-between edudatOrS and computer scientists to redesign

certain aspects of computer programming Iang es.

.ConditionaI logic statements play a significant:role in ditcourse'

'associated with such things as explanation and arguMantation. Alsoilawsi

_ _ ._

causal relationshipi, possibilities, as well as evidencesreIationships are

frequently expressed in terms of logical statements (particularlyiconditional

. "logic). In addition, the. :development of logicil structures is 'a key notion in

Piaget's theory of cognitive develOpti6t and it is thought that the

ontoganesis.b& logital necessity reflectS the development of these

structures.7 '*
a

The us 81141111Orl..11 number and scopej haS grown

'.-____L-----tremendonsly since the:advent of microcomputers in 1975 'Inexpensive

Ph _

microcomputers ( "personal computers") now cost as ttle as WO and are

appearidiNin homes and schools in increasing'nt;rber . Between 1975 ane1979-,

over 500,000 personal computers-were sold in the Un ted States With an equal-
.

number produced in .1980 aleine..'Ohe technologyassessment predicts that 3.

Million units will be sold to first-time'b 'ers in 1985 and that by 1990 a

cumulative sales total of 9 million will reached.8
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While some computer use is undoubtedly for entertainment purposes, much

°ft is' explicitly for educational purposes and is marketed as sOch.9 The

low cost of these machines is making computer programming possible for a large

numberOf persons and the aducational system is responding by.p*rcha&ing

great many machines and by offering an increasing number of courses in

computer ProgramMing at all levels of the system.

.Some educators and policy planners suggest that proficiency in computer

programming should rank with reading, writing and arithmetic literacy. One

implication is that computer programming should be, a requisite for grade.

advancement-beginning as early as Kindergarten. Thus; the kind ofj-eserch_

reported here is both timely and vital.10

Section .1I. shows how certain computer programming language statements are

Syntactically and semantically (dis)similar to ordiaqiy-language conditional

statements. Depending upon the user's interpretation of these ordinary-'.

language conditional statem4nts, the computer statements constitute "correct"'",,

or "incorrect" indirect instruction in the validity add. fallacy principles of

Section III presents an experiment that attempts to answer the central

question and ^whick demonstrates the importance of - carefully assessj.ng tigC =

logical standards againSt which logical test items are scored as "correct" and

"incorrect." Section IV consists

discussion of the results.

of conclusions drawn from this study and a

I know of no previously published research that demonstrates the

syntactical and semantic li:tik between computer programming statements-and

logical principles. Nor do I know of research that addresses the effects of

learning.a 'computer programming language on: logical reasoning ability-
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. II

CONDITION4LIOGIC 'PRINCIPLES AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

_ _ _ _

Conditional Logic Principles

____Bp7reason correctly14ital printiples:

Conditional Ibgic is atype of propositional logic that-Utes the logical

.

connectives; "if;" "if- then," "only if," and "if'afid tal.if- to connect

a
a4tecedent and consequent ordinarY=language propositions (represented here by

5
AP'

p"_and "4i" respectively). I focus upon the! "if-then" connective since "if 0';4

then q" (called the logical conditIonal_statement) is a fairly -Commonly used

locution in ordinary discourses In additipn, it is often used to reflect

deductivenecessityf a conclusion folio necessarily from a premiseor set of

premises by virtue of the formal structure of the premise(s) and conclusion

without appear to empirical evidence.

It is logical convention that the binary truth fuattioh teprOenting. the

conditional. statement renders-the statement true for all troth-,vaIue

-

r=Matti ons_ of_i es -ante&edent--a-ni-enn-sequence except when p. is true.andq

false.' This interpretation; of :the C6nditio l statement is taIAM material

implication (or matanal-tonditional). 12 FOUt principles of danditional'

logic are of interest here. They can be viewed as corresponding to four

conditional arguments.

Consider the conditional statement as the first premise in a ti-46-ptarii-e-

'argument which has as its second pretise the affirMatibri or denial bf either
0_

the antecedent or4p4InseqUence_Of the first premise. The conclusion of the

argument is either the- affirmation or denial of the proposition which is not
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present in the second prtmlp:- Of these iaur possible arguments two are valid
.

arguments (i.e.,'the conclusion follows logiCally from Ohe premises)and_ two

Are invalid (i.e., the conclusion does not follow logically from the

premises). The arguments and the conditional principles corresponding to them

are (given,the conditional statement, "if p then (4,- as the firSt premise).
,

. _ _ _
4,shown in Figure.1.13_1 use "p" and-"q":aT!shdrth d_notation._Every4ay,usagp

Might fin&"it rains today" for wp" and "Mary. carries her umbrella' for "q.'t

Thus, the shorthand "if p, then q" stands for: "If it rains today, then Mary

carries'her umbrella."

Forward Conditional. The affirmation of ,the antecedent (p) implies
the affirmation ofthe consequent (q).

2. Inversion. The denial of the antecedent (p) dogs not by itself
imply the denial of the consequent (4).

3. Conversion. The affirmation of the consequent (q).does not by itself
imply the affirmation of the antecedent-(p).

4. Contraposition. The denial of the consequent (4) implies the
denial of the'ante'cedent (p).

gurc our Princ101dS of COnditional Logic under
the MAterialConditionaI Interpretation

Principles and 4 are the validity principles, Witith;theatt that a
6

particular conclusion follows necessarily from an argument containing the

conditional statement. Principlei- 2 and 3'are the fallacy principles because

no valid conclusion can be drawn from an argument Containing\the conditional

statement;
.

Figure 1 reflects the matertal .conditional-interpretation of the logical'

conditional statement; "if p then q." However; empirical evidence shows that

many children in concrete operational stage of cognitive development (ages.

T-11) and formal operatonal'adolescentt interpret the conditional statement



b

in a.biCondiiional manner (BeidMan, 1980a,: 14B0b). Under.this interpretation,
; .

..,:-

the fallacy principles in Figure 1 become valid. -See Figure 2.

.2a. Biconditional Inversion: The denial of the if-part'(13) of
tW"if p, th'en q" conditional statement implies the denial
of the then-part (4).

_liti_AbiiditiOnal_Colurersion--',The affirmation of the then-part
-:,,::H(q):o.fthe if p, then q" conditional statement Implies the

::*ffirmation of the if-part (p).

Fights 2. Biconditiona.PInterpretation of the "Fallacy"
Principles of Conditional Logic

. -
The biconditional locution is; "p if and only if (L." By logical AL

Convontioa, the bicond4tional statement is true when the truth value:of "p"

-
and "q" are the same. Otherwise, the stateftent is false.

i

r

;

.

-

3
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Standard ConditionalBranchStatement and Logical Principles.

All higher-level computer programming languages contain conditional-

branch Statements. Ordinarilyi statements (instructions) within a computer

program are executed in an invariant sequence unless an instruction ig

encountered which commandO otherwise. The conditibnal branCh statement is such

==anA.toiruction. Trery sic ply, thei-conditional branch'statement is the

_ _ ; *;

programmer's way of instructingthe computer to alter the natural flow of'
' 4

program e cutioni depending, upon the truth-value (ffiiih-status) of a

predicate (or prcepositon). This is an absOlutely vital instruction without
'11-..

. _

which a computer programming, language would be rendered virtually useless.

The syntax of COnditional branch statements in different computer

programming languages differs but their logical structures are similar. The

general logiciof a conditional branch statement is illustrated

diagrammatically in Figure 3.

..4 . t

. Figure

(altered, program flow)

3. Logic of a Conditional Brand! Statethent
(teeOtO truth-yalue of proposition)

/4



The standard conditional branch ettatementt4 can be eXpressed in' its

general form as:

IF a THEN b L
(1) ,

where "a" is a logital expression (proposition) which evaluates to the truth

fvalue TRUE or FALSE. I:call "a- the antecedent-EropositiOn: "b" A tns.
.: ..

expression;-but=not-a--!proposirion. Typically, causes-stme-actIon-to be'
. _ 1_

carried out by the program such as wigninva value to a variable, branchiv

to another program statement; output of data; Or halting the execution Of Pie

program. I can "b"theCOnstaueht-action. The genera- logic of (1) is

,illustrated in Fig9re

..

'FALSE
(do not execute action'"b"; instead
continue.tO nejit statement.in program)

c of the Standard Conditl.onal
Branch Statement

r"

The expression ""b" is not strictly a proposition (it does not evaluate

-
tn-ORUE or FALSE truth- value). However; depending upon the truttigtattig

"ai" it is eft true _ccr-falserhat actfon.7b" is carried out'. In this sense;

we tatv-view "b= ag quasi7propoSitional.It is doubtful that in pract17 such a

; _ _.
sophisticated distinction is Made. More the programmer.vle

4

true (occurring) or as false.(not'-occurring). I use "true and "false" in 'this.

manner, inthe context of consequent-action; throughout this discussion.



;

There are two primary semantic properties associated with the si4dard'
t.

conditional statement:.

I. When the antecedentpropositi60 is
action be true ( "b "). Thus,

'2.. When the. antecedent=propositIon is

action ill causally be falae ( "s"); Thus;
occur.

true ("a"), the consequent --
'a" and "b" can co-occur.

.

false (4g"), the Consequeqt-
"a" .and ."5" can co-.

Ti O derivative semantic properties can be draWn from these primary

properties:.

3..1f we kno0 that.the consequent-action is true("b"), then we are
enfitiedLto conclude tflat the:antecedent-proposition is. not falSe (i.e.,
true, "a7). ThUSi"i" and "b" cannot cd-occur;

4; If we know that the consequent-action Ts CB"); then we are
entitled to conclude that the antecedent- proposition is false (i.e., not true,
"a "). Thus,-: "a" and 5 .cannot- co- occur.

These standard ConditionaI'branch statement propeitie's are illustrated

in Table 1.

Antededent-

TABLE 1

CO- OCCURRENCES FOR "a" AND "b"

Consequent-
Proposition Action

a

a

a

Note: "T "stands for a

b

b

1;=.

.

currence and "F" stands for a nou-occdrience

Co-occurrence

Properties 1 and 4 of "the standard .conditiOnal branch statelent are

Consistet- h (ormirror) the validity ptihtiplekol conditional logic

PorwardConditional and Cotittapdtit-ohi.respectively). Properties 2-and 3 are

inconsistent with (or din7hot.thirror) the fallacy principles'of conditional

logic (Inversion and-Conversioni.yespectively). This is; because Properties 2

,



and.3 allow us to draw deffnitive-canclusions from the premises Whereas we

are not permitted to do so under the material conditional interpretation of

conditional loiic.

In a certain sense; we can consider the standard conditional branch

statement as true (or valid) when "a" and "b" co-occur; or when "i" and

"5" co-occur. In a similar sense; we can consider the standard conditional

branch statement as false or invalid) when "i" and "b" co-occur or When

a and "5" co-occur. This view of the standard conditional branch

statement mirrors the biconditional interpretation of the -if-then-

.

conditional statement; The definitive conclusions drawn are the conclusions

one is permitted to draw under the-biconditional interpretation of the

conditional statecient. See the validity principles in Figure 1 and the
.

Lbiconditional "fallacy" principles in figure 2.

If it fW the case that transfer of learning from standard conditional

branch statements to ordinary-langusge.conditional statements occurs; improved

performance on the validity principles of conditional logic is expected to

occur independent of interpretation of ordinary-language conditianal.

statements.(i.e.; material conditional or biconditional)4 This assertion (all

WI'

spotherthi s being equal) is reflted in the following two informal

hypothese .

Informal Hypothesis i-._ Learning the standard conditional branch
statement might tend to improve the subject's performance on the validity
principles of condittiora logic under the material conditional interpretation.

Informal Hypothesis 2. Learning the standard conditional branch statement
Might:_tend_tdi iMproVe the SUbject's performance on the validity principles of
.conditionAle-r5gic under the biconditionaI interpretation;



On the other hand, if it is the case that transfer of learning occurs

and subjects interpret the ordinary - language conditional statement in a

material conditional manner, then rediiced performance is to be expected on the

fallacy principles. This assertion is _reflected in the following informal

hypothesis.

3-- Learning the standard conditional branch
statement tight tend to reduce the_sUbject's performance on the fallacy
principles of conditional logic under the material conditional interpretation.

1 -

if it is the case that' transfer of learning occurs and subjects.

interpret the ordinary-language conditional statement in a biconditional

manner, then improved performance is to be expected on the fallacy principles.

This assertion is reflected in the following informal hypothesis.

Informal Hypothesis_ 4. Learning the standard conditional branch statement
might te;c1 to improve the subject's performance on the'fallacy principles of
conditional logic under the bicOnditional interpretation.
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C. Explicit _ELSE _ConditionaIBianchStatements-acd Logical Principles -=

The standard conditional btarith.g-tatebeot is bUt one type of conditional

branch statement used is computer programming languages; Another is called the

IF=THEN-ELSE conditional statement (or explicit ,ELSE) and it is used in taiy

popular computer languages.15 This statement has the general fotth:

IF a THEN b ELSE c (2)

where "a" is a predicate thatevaluates to the truth-value of TRUE or FALSE.

As with the standard conditional branch statemetit; we call "a" the

b" "At" are expressions; but are not-propositions.,

Like the "b" in the standard conditional branch statement; they caT se some

action to be carried out by the program; I call "b" and 7c;" consequent-

action -1 and consequent=arrion-7; respectively.
.

The explicit ELSE conditional branth statement haS the logical structure
_ .

shown id Figure

(Program flow)

tes

truth-
valtie

TRUE
(execu e action "b")

FALSE
(execute action "c")

Figure 5. Logic of.4.Nc Explitit ELSE Conditional Branch Seatement

Like the standard conditional statement; there are two primary semantic

properties associated with the explicit ELSE conditional; branch statement:
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-1. When the antecedent-proposition is true ("a"), consequent- action -1
will- causally be true ("b") and consequent-action-2 will'causally be false
("E"). ."

2. When the antetedent-proposition is false("i"), consequent=
action -1 will causally be false ("5") and consequent-action-2 will
causally be true (-c").

r

Four derivative semantic properties can be drawnr-from thete primary

semantic properties:

3. If we ktow_that consequent7action-1 ds true ("b"), then we are
entitled -to conclude that the antecedent-propOtition is true ("a"); We are
Alto entitled to conclUde that consequent7action-2-isi false (7r)4

or 4. If we know that'consequent-actionl is false -Ct") 'then an
entitled to conclude thit the antecedent - proposition is -false ("i").
are also entit to conctide that consequent-action-2 is true ("t").:

we know._that consequent - action -2 is true ("c"), then we are
entitled to conclude that the antecedent - proposition is false. ("i")."We

Are also entitled to conclude that; consequent- action -1 is false ( "6 ").

_

6. If we]know that Consequent-attion-2 is false ("E"), the we are.

entitIed,.to'conclude'thatthe antecedent-proposition is true' ( "a "). yire are
also entitled to conclude that consequent-action-11.s true ("b").

The co- occurrence combinations for the antecedent-proposition and bock,
.

consequent-actions are shown in,Table 2.

TABLE 2

CO=OCCURRENCE OF. EXPLICIT ELSE ANTECEDENT-PROPOSITION

AND-CONSEQUENT-ACTIONS

Antecedent-
Proposition

Consequent7
Action-1

.Consequent-
Action -2 = CO-6-c-dirrende

. ,

\a b F
i b c T
.a . b c

-

F
a b c F
a b _c F
_a _b_ c

c
F

T
a b

Note:-"T" stands for co- occurrence and "F" stands c-for non -co- occurrence.
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The explicit ELSE conditional'branch statement is unlike the logical

conditional 'if- then" statement in two respects:

1. Like the standard conditional branch statement, the, consequences- are
not propositions but can be,considered to be--quasi-propositional.

2; Eachexplic t ELSE conditional branch statement contains two
consequent actions (or two quasi-consequences). -

The first difference is not important proViding that:programmers do not

make the kind of sophisticated distinction that we have made between

propositions and quasi-prOpositions;Thesecond difference

exploration..'

.

1. Explicit ELSE Conditional Statements and Logical Va 3j ity.PriricipIeS

warrants

The

whenever

presence of'two explicit ELSE consequent -actions eaffirMed(

the other is denied) make the relationship betweentexplict ELSE

conditional.statement and the validity principleS sof;condiidrial logic

tomewhat complex-.N_The 7orward;Co4hitional principle. permits, us-tO
\
affirm.the

(singular) consequent given the affirmation of the'antecedenta In the explicit

7IF

ELSE version of the Forward Conditional;' we are_entitled to affirm \

consequent-action71 ("b") and at. the sane time to deny consequent-action-2

ivem that' the antecedent' ro osition is affirmed ("a").

Simflarlyi the Contraposition principle allows us to..-deny the' antecedent.

given that we deny the (singular) consequent; In the explicit ELSE. v on.of

_ _

Contraposition, the denial of consequent-action-1 ("5") entitles us

conclude that the antecedent=proposition is denied ("5"); oh the Other .

hand, the denial of cOnsequent-actiont2.(-E") entitles us to affirm the

antecedent-proposition .("a")4;

I

Thus, we can say that .the explicit ELSE conditiodel branch stateient is

in ,some ways consistent with the conditional logic validity. principles and in

other ways inconsistent with these very same prinCiples; This makes it, at
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best, confusing an,---i-aM-Ied to conclude that the LOGO conditional branch-..

'Statement is'IncOntistent-(doesnot mirror or is incoilpatibIe) with the

Conditional logic validity prindiples under eitherthe material conditional or

the. bidonditional interpretation.
* .

.

_
.Learning explicit ELSE conditional branch statements might indirectly

affect the programmer's ability to han40:the "if=then" logical validity

principles. This, as we shall see in the next, sectionimay be.contingent upon

the prOgrammer's interpretiAtt model of the explicit ELSE conditional

statement.

c.
\

-rrom the above,-we can develop two informal hypotheses:.

Informal Hypothest 5- Learning explicit ELSE conditional bratiCh
Statements'Might_tend to reduce 'the subject's performance on the validity.
principles of conditional logic under the material conditional interpretation.

.-
\ .

Informal 11:9potheSis 6. Learning explicit ELSE conditional branch
statements might tend to reduce the subject's performance on the validity
principles of conditional logic under the biconditionai interpretation.-

2. 'Explicit ELSE Conditional Statements' andLogial-Fallacy,Principies
The fallacy principles of the-Iogical "if-then" conditidnal, under the

material conditional interpretation; do 'not perMit-Us to draw a conclusion
t'

-based upon the denial of the antecedent,nor do they.: permit us t'o .draw A

Conclution.based upon the affirmation Of the (singular) consequent. Op the

,other hand,the,eXPliCit ELSEconditional.bianch
statement entitles us to draw

a'conclusion-'hased upon these conditi=ons. This,I am led to conclude that-in

this respect, the logic of the'eXplicit ELSE.tonditionifbrandh statement is

inconsistent (does not mirror or is incomPttibleY with the.two fallacy

principles of conditionallogic (Inversion and Conversidn),:lunder thematerial

conditional interpretation::

oweveri'when the conditibtal logic statement isintetpreted in t e

bicondttional mArmorvit is permissible to.. draw .a conclusion ;based upon the.

denial ofthe (singular) - consequence: See Figuid.2. This fact should not tempt



us to juthp,t6 the_conclusion'that the explicit ELSE conditional branch

statement is inconsistent with the logical conditional statement under the

material conditional interpretation but consistent under the biconditional

- interpretatiOnClearlyithe.denial of theexpiicit ELSE antecedent-

prOPOsitiOn entitles us to affirm one consequent-action. In additiOn; thee.

affirmation of one of the explicit ELSE consequent- actions (b) permits the
\

affirmation_of the explicit ELSE antecedent-proposition; but affirmation of

the. other consequent- action (0- permits the denial of the spme antecedent=

propcisitIon.

_ .

At best this makys matters confusing; and at worst I am led to conclude;

as I have for the logical validity principiesi'that the explicit ELSE

conditional'brinCh statement is inconsistent wfth the logical Conditional

under the biconditionai interistetation.

Learning explicit ELSE conditional brandh statements mightiaffdct the

programmer s abilfty'to handle the "if-then" logical fallacy, principles. From

thttabdiVe; we can develop two informal hypotheses.

informaliTyporhp-gfq_i. .Darning- explicit ELSE. conditional branch
.statements might tend toredbct the Silbject'slperfocmance orLthe fallacy
principlesof conditional 16git tLiciAdt the material conditional,.
"interpretation."

S
,

InfOrtarbItypOtheSia 8: Learning explicit ELSE conditional branch .

state-dents might ten&to reduCe the subject's:performance on the fallaCY
principles of conditional logic under the biconditional interpretatioria

.

The,analysis =of- -'the explicit ELSE cOndition'hl branch statement that
I .

Itads to the :above -informal. hypOthesesreflects one of two' distinct wayS

r
interpret thead.tOnaitionals. call the.above:interpreeRion the ex

.ELSE interpretation to distinguish itfrowtht implicit ELSE interpretation.
f

deacribed in the next section."



Implict_ELSE-Interpretation and Logical Principles

:Consider again-the standard conditional branch -statement:

;

(1)

This statement can be interpreted ast-onta Wing an implied-ELSE-clause:

UP-a TH2N b (E SE cl

IF a THE b

_-_
;:whgre "t" stands for "go to _i t next sequential program statement." The.

braCkets serve to- indicate that the ELSE ClaUSe is concealed or implied

(3)

There. is another way io,render (3). It is a way that better reflects the

implicitness of the ELSE clause:
-

'

IF a THEN b (ELSE; gl,

ThiS rendering deans that if "a" is false ("g"), do not carryout

consequent - action "b" ("6");IL

Consider the explicit ELSE conditional branch staitementtepeated

-11(THEN b ELSE c.

below:

If it is the case that'the subject focuses upon the first consequent7

abtion ("b") when:dealing with theseconditional branch statements; then;

although "ELSE c" iSel.plicitly present in the statement; this c1SUMMight be
,

Interpreted in a secondary or, implicit manner.-This possible interpretation is

illustrated in (4).

If theELSE_Clause is interpreted in this manner; then the logic'`of the

explicit EtSc ditional statement reduces to the standard conditional
.

Sta;tment logic (see the four Standard conditional ;branch statement

properties). This interpretation was suggested by the way in OhiCh subjecis

sometimes explained g operation of the LOGO conditionaI bianch statement to

teachers during the study reported here: 16 Under this implicit

interpretation of the LOGO con tional statement, the semantics reflect and

are consistent, with the biconditional.interpretation of the logical "if-then"



conditional statement and as such are thus consistent with the van-4'4y

principles and inconsistent with the fallacy.principlea of conditional log

under the material conditional interpretation.

Learning LOGO conditional branch stateients under an implicit ELSE

interpretation,.might affect the child'i ability to handle the "ifthen"

_

logical principles -. From the :.above; we can see that the informal hypotheses

that could be generated here would be identical to Informal Hypotheses

through 4.for the Standard conditional branch statement.17

With.thisanaIysis complete, I now present.an experiment that tests the

hypotheses that have been developed.

O
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III

THE EXPERLMENT,AND RESULTS

ThelDesign

The compdter prograg language chosen for this study is LOGO, a

Jabgbage which utilizes the IF-THEN-ELSE conditional bratith statement. LOGO is

a LISP7Iike18 computer, programming language with an English-Ihke syntax that

makes it fairly easy to learn. to facti LOGO was developed r young children

to use at a fradework within Which to learn mathematics; Some claith that it

;:can help children learn just about any formal tubjedr.19

This study makes no attempt to direttly determine which IF-THp-ELSE

interpretation (ekplitt or implicit ELSE),;hoIds for subjects nor is there a
r .

attempt to deterbine whether subjects interpret the logical conditional

.Statement in a material,conditional or biCOhditidhal.tanner-Determinations
. . .

such as these are franght'ywith methodological difficuities.29

41
Totry'to answer the central searchAuestton a post-test

group detign Was utilized; It is one of'the three "true" 4etigns described by

only control

Campb'ell and Stanley (1963).21 Subjects-in the fifth-grade of a public

eieme tart' school were randomly Alecte for the experiment and then randomly

pladed in.dither the experimental or control group; Fifth-grade students

(10=11 years of age) were chosen Since previous attempts .to teach LOGO

Programmingtd this age group had been highly aUccessful (Papert 1972a;

Statz; 1973':. and the 4piriCaldata on this age group's ability to utiliie

correctly the principles of conditional logic-was extensive.22

The experiment4 group was taught the LOGO computer programming language;

'-- k
'The control group s not taught LOGO and received Rio special instruction of

.i
any kind: At the ohtlithion of the treatment periodi both groups.were given. a

-



,seriesKsf tests measuring their conditional reasohi$$:abilities. These'tests:.

were scored in two distinct ways: 1) using the material conditional

interpretation as the standard of correctness of test answersand 2) using the

bicondittonal interpretation as the staridardApi correctness' of test answers.

,See Figures 1 an-&2...Clearly, scoring. the measures under only one interpreta-
.

ti:oh Of the conditional ktatedfint might result in the loss..ofimportanE datA

The experimental and control groups were statistically compared within both
_

scoring schemes by split-plot two-factor repeated'measures and one-way

analysis of variance statistical analyses.

B. SUbjeC:S and Their. Environment

This sttdy was cirried-ont in an elementary khool'setvitig a racially

'mixed suburban neighborhood in Syracuse, New York..The school was fully

integrated having about equal numbers of whites and non - whites in each grade.

The children came from fatilies that spanned the socioeconomic spectrum:;
1

_ Fifth graders were chat or this study betaUse their age group
. J. .

.

.
..

.

represented the upper-end of the concrete operational_ stage of 'cognitive'
. -

: -
-

d-evelopment, close to the Uansitiod'period into fairmaI Opeiatf.Ons (Inhelder
. .

..'S , -
.. 7

and Piageti I958)i All fifth grr,adeteachers were highly cooperative with the .

experimenter and -42 fith graderS were7choset7at randft.fOr the experiment. Of

the 44 21 wererandomly assighed to the experimental Group (EG) and the other.

- ,

21.were assigted to the control groUp One subject dropped out of the EG.

midway through' the experiment (the fAmilrlAovediout of town) and was not

replaced.

. 'The following data wereobtained'for each child in the stddy:
_

1.-chronological age-
2. sex _

, _ _ _ . _ _

3...standardized_achievement scores (California Athieveoeht Test)
4. scores,on:the Sthith-Sturgeon Conditional ReaSChing TeSt (tennis, 1969)_

5; scores'qn an abridged--version of -The COthell_Cdtditional
ReasbningTestj Form X_(Ennis,and Pablusi 19.45)

6. scores on 'the LOGO_COliditionallranch Te6 r EG only-(Seidman,
1980a).

^No
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.,'

the first three items were obtained from SchbOl reordsand'are reported. in

Tables 3 azId 4.:Ip scores-were not 'available asa.matter of School District
_

polity. The remaining data iteMS were-obtained at the end ofthe treatment

...:Period (except for achievement pre- tests WhiCh were administered: ,prior

experimental treattent).:
_ .

TABU 3

MANS; FEMALES; tHRONOLOGICAL!.AGE ANDTOTAR.S;.
. .

Males Fethalee aPotai :

EG

.CG

N CA N CA

:/

12

139:14

0-87)

139;n:
(15.06)

3

o--,-

9

'

135.00
<6.99)

i40.78
(1O 7.)

:20

.
.2f

136.45
(7.06)

140;19-
(12187:

.i

:NOte:' Number (N):i mean chropological_agelh months (CA) and standard'dev.tation
:Of CA (in parenthesee) of males and females in the experimental (EE) and
'control .00G.1 grodps. : -,

\> :

. . .

= Pre and post-test immediately befoteand after the LOGO'",,.
.

-experience) achievement scores were%Available for both groups of subjeCts. A

one-waranalysis of variance betweeh-theexperimental and control grOups on.T

. six pre -test achievement scores fonnd no statiatiCally'significant

(hereafteri "signifiCant")differente betwt tWO rou0e)Thusi the random
-_- _ . _selection and assignment . Subjects seems to have_ assured no significant

-

difference between the two srOups on these achievement measures;

'Sitilarlyi a one-Way;analysis:Of variance between the two groups on
. . .

_post-test achievement score found no significant djfferences. This seems to

indicatethat;lhe experithentar,:treatthent (learning to program in LOGO) did not

significantly differentiate the two groups along these achievement measures._

, =

1) 4



TABLE 4

PRE AND .POST=TEST ACHIEVEMENT SCORES FOR:EXPERIMENTAL-AND CONTROL GROUPS
CALIFORNIA.ACHIEVEMENT'TESt

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

READ MATE} READING MATH.

Vocab Compre-

Ulary- hension Total

Compu- Cott- Vocab- CoMpre- Compu- Con -
tation crete Total ulary hension Total tation trete Total

28.72 25.0 53.72 38.41 25.83 64.0 27.25 25.3 52.5 41.2 36.75 71.95
(7.19) (7.5) (14.05) (12.5) (8.43) (20 09) (10.28) (9.2) (18.6) (12.23) (6.39) i(17.93k)

29.1 .21.10 49.89 40;58_ 29.68_ 76.26 '29;9 26;10 56;0 46;47 32.21 1:78,68:
(6;76) (7.82) (12.63) (9.84) (4.74) (13.87 (6a4) .(8;42) (12;9) (CO) (4.6). -(12.30

,
_ _ _

!lean achievetett raw scores and standard deviationinparentheset), MiaSing vanes are:excIude$1 from the
tits;



A comparison of the pre and post-test achievement scores for the EG was

performed by a repeated measures test (Morrison, 1967, 133-141). Significant

differences; favoring the post =test; were found for the mash computation

-subscore"(Pe1-4.26i'dfli'17)..and for the mat_h_total_scare (F10.8, dfi.1, 16).

This same analysis performed on the control group, found significant.

differences; favoring the post-ttiti for reading total scores (F '.4.65, dfl;

18), math computation aubscore (F 5.34, df.1; 16) and meth-total-store

(Pf.7.05;.df1; 16).

This iiialySisahows that the CG improved significantly in their total

readiAg'scere btit-,on all Other- AChievethent measures were identical to the

experimental group.

Educe

Four-portable teletypewriter computer terminals connected. by

.linestethe.Syradute UniVersity PDP -10 computer were situated, along with, the

!:=':1.0GOTUttle; in a section of:the mathematics laboratory in'the-schoo1.23 The

mathematics-laboratory was a separate.roointhatAerved the school as -a

resource center for mathematics skill building and enrichment. Children came.;

to do LOGO work in groups of fours and on-a scheduled basis: one hour

sessions; twice -each week for a total of fifteen weekt. This meant that each

child in the_*G--received 30 heutt of LOGO instruction and experience (all

mined periods were Midi U0). Each child .-.--etclusive access to a time-shared

teletypewriter and the chiIdaln in each LOGO group took turns using the

Turtle..There were always. at least two LOGO teithert present at each of7the

sessions;

LOGO progrAMMing was taught to the EG using a 1111ded-,ptoblem centered

approach modeled somewhat after-Papert's work with children (Papert, 19720. ,

After some very basic =instruction in the use of the teletypewriter and Turtle;

the children. were encouraged to generate their own projects-and problems.



The LOGO teachers had a range of problem, types that they suggested to the

children so that they would encounter and learn various LOGO programming

concepts. All teachers tried to incorporate a'series of LOGO concepts into the

Children's,project experiences. Figure 6 contains_a list of these concepts.

familiarization with machinery, typing,. signing on and off
procedure_form - TO, END; and use of PRINT

. teletype designs Using PRINT

. iMple:Turtle procedures using the Turtle commands: FORWARD,
SACK, RIGHT,. LEFT, PENUP, PENDOWN

5. use of sabprocedures with teletype and Turtle
6. use of open-ended recursion (i.e., no limits imposed to stop

the recursion)
introduce NAM, THING and the use of inputs
introduce SENTENCE, SENTENCES, WORD and WORDS

9. introduce RANDOM
10. introduce TYPEIN:and some interactive games
11. introduce the conditional statement: IF-THEN-ELSE
12. use of full recursion:with inputs
-13. use of stop rules and limits
14; use of recursion, OUTPUT and combinations of procedures

'using OUTPUT.

Figure 6. List of LOGO Concepts and Approximate Order Introduced
(Adapted frog Statz, 1973, Figure 11)

Projects and problems chosen by the children with teacher guidance

gieperally broke down into three categories: simple projects, projects

--,
Utilizing variables, and projects utilizIngsdecision_pointt. See Figure 7 for

some examples provided by Statz (1973). No order of encounter idimplied by

the list; LOGO teachers (with extensive ;raining) guided the Children through

these project types making sure that 61e concepts listed in Figure 6 were

taught. Although the children did much of their LOGO work alone, they were

encouraged to help one another and as a result,,a convivial and cooperative

atmosphere pervaded, the sessions.



Simple Projects

1: Teletype_ Projects - deSigns of initials; animals,_figutes
to be printed, combinations for complex figures, "SiMple
recursion"

2. Turtle Projects designs done with strings of turtle commands,
complex figures using several_subprocedUres of simple designs,
"simple recursive" circles and near-circles__

3. New Concepts - procedure, subprocedureiediting,recursion

4 NewLOGO Cocitands and Operations - TO, END, EDIT, SAVE, GET,
LIST, ERASE, Turtle commands

Projects with Variables

1. Teletype Project s - protedures with variables as inputs to
arithmetic or language games

2. Turtle PrOjeCtt_-, expandable figures
3. New Concepts 7. inputs, variable names and values
4. Nd0 LOGO Commands and Operations. - ,MAKE, WAIN, string

operations

Projects with Decisitn'Points

I. Teletype Projects - games with limits and conditional bradtheS
2. Turtle Projects - designs built on arcs
3. NeW Concepts - limit, stop rule, conditional
4. NeW LOGO Commands and Operations - _TEST; IFTRUE, IFFALSE, GO TO

LINE, relational operators, [IF-THEN=ELSE]

Figure 7. Categories of LOGO.Projects'
(Stift, 1973, Figure 12)

A central focus of the LOGO-experience for the children was learning to

use the LOGO conditional branch:Sta nt within their*LOGO procedures; The

experimental group was taught the "IF- N4LSE" form of tfte LOGO conditional

branch statement. The children were usually exposed to the LOGO Conditional

branch when they needed to execute different parts of their LOGO procedures

depending upon the value of a partictilar LOGO variable.. These kinds of.

situations arose often in game playing-,and question asking answering

pioceddre6r Children also needed -to acquire the conceptAf LOGO conditional

brandh when limit points it iterative and recursive procedures were needed;
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Fbur stages of acquiring LOGO Condit final branch statement' syntax and

semantics have been identified by Statz (1973). They are;

1. Introduction Stage. The need for conditional branches usually crops
up in the context of a problem situation that the child is working on. For
example, if the child is writing a number guessing procedure that compares a
randomly generated secret number against a user's guess, the teacher might,:
illustrate a solution- such

y,"

>10 IF :GUESS is :SECRET THEN PRINT "RIGHT" ELSE PRINT "WRONG"

A childmight wish; for example; to print the integers betWeen "x" and
inclusive. The teacher might demonstrate this. Solution:

r.
>?T0 COUNTUP .:X :Y
>10 PRINT :X
>20 "X'-<--= (:X+1)

>30 IF :X :Y THEN STOP ELSE 00TO LINE 10
>40 END

It is in this stage that the semantics and syntax of the LOGO conditional
branch statement are illustrated and introduced to -the student.

2. Structure and-Re- explanation Stage. SoMetimes children need help in
deterdining just where in their:procedures to place the conditional branth.
'These are structural 'Problems and are not directly. related to the syntax and
semantics of the conditional itself. On the other hand, children sometimes
need a re-explanation of the general anpects_of the Syntax:and semantics of.
the LOGO cOnditional statement. MiSpladed and fragmented conditionals were
found to be frequent. at thit stage of -learning the LOGO conditional branch
statement.

3. Reminding Stage. Here, children need only simple reminders abOut the
syntax and semantics of the LOGO' conditional branch statement, rather -than
re- explanations. Often, children compared the wrong Variables in the logical'
expression and sometimes they would_Mit_up the .placement of the THEN and ELSE.
clauses. Simple reminders were fotind sufficient to correct these conditions.

4.: Fluency Stage. At this stage, eil4ren easily placed the -conditionals
correctly Within their procedures and u eritood the syntax and semantics to
the point- where `very few errors occured.

athough LOGO teachers were especially codcerned that all children reach

this last stage, not, all of the subjects in.the EG achieved the Fluency Stage

(see next section).
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D. .Measures and Results

14 LOGO_Contittinnal_Branch_Statement

The LOGO Conditional Branch Teat WaL deViSed to:test-how well the EG

understood the semantics of the LOGO. conditional branch statement. The

questions -_and testerLscript:.for the_LOGOIConditionallltranchr-Testcanjbe-40und

in Seidman (1980a). The test measured four aspects of the LOGO' conditional

branch statement logic. These aspects, in iheir:general form, are shown in
. .

Figure 8.

1.Affirm_Antecedent: Given that "a" is affirmed, is it true that "b"
occurs?

Deny Consequent.: Given that "a" is denied, is it true that
occurs? .

,

3. Consequent-Action'"b" Occurs: Given that "b" occurs, is it true that
"a" is 'affirmed?

4.._CcmsequentActionOccurs:.Given.that c occurs, is .it true that
"a" is denied?

Figure 8. Four Aspects of the LOGO:Conditionai Branch_ Statement
Tested by LOGO Conditional Branch Test

(The General form of the LOG© conditional statement is
IE'a THEN b ELSE'C)

In the test, the antecedent- proposition, 7always-consisted octwo.

Integers connected by-an equal sign. Consequett-actions and "c," always

consisted of a PRINT command that output a .verysimple.and familiar word (a.

LOGO literal). Questions 1 and 2 in the test were designed to detertine

whether or not the anbject kne0 that 7a" was true when-two identical numbers
. -

were connected .by :tote equal sign. Questions land 41nthe test .are designed

to 4stermine,Whetherthe subject correctly understood the workings of the

PRINT command. All of the Subjects in the EG correctly answered.test'Questions

l'through*4.

al
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The remaining twenty -four questions in the test.were made up of 6

-questions for each of the fasittaspecta of the LOG?: conditional branch..

statement. These questions were randomly arranged with the proviso that,notwO

questions in any one category.could follow one An-Other.' Each.question.in'the-
,

';
. _ _______ _

test:had four answerstO-thOoSe from.-The-last-twa-answerS-vere-alwaysl--

c.) can't tell from the information given
d.) don't know.

The correct answer and an incorrect, answer were randotly assigned to.the

first and second answer choices. Storing was quite stringent: A tubjett-WaS
_4-

given a correct score on a question only if he or she chose.the correct answer

from amongst the &Air choices and gave the correct reason for answering as he
.

Or she did. Example questions and correct sample reasons for each 'of the

aspects of the LOGO tonditionat.hranch statement are ShoWn in Figure 2i The

tetteprefends, with the tUbjedt, to type a LOGO conditional branch statement

on the teletypewriter. The subject and the tester also pretend that:the.

"terminarrespondS.. The: "XXXX" box lathe examples inditate the part .of the

. _
"input" conditional statement or the "terminal". response that is covered up

for-the purpose'of .the test.

Tabli 5.shows the means-and 'standard deviations of the.EG scores .On each

of the four aspects of the LOGO CoaditiOnal=Brandh TeSt and the total scores:

in addition, the table shows what percentage of the subjectsobtained 5 or 6

correct answers (out Of 6 for each aspect), 4 correct answers and less them4

correct answersi



Affirming_t_h_e_Antecedent

IF L8 =. 18 THEN PRINT.'

=29=,

HORSE" ELSE PRINT "COW"
Answers .

COW
b. HORSE
c. can't tell from the information given
d. don't know

Sample Correct Reason for Correct Answer, "HORSE":
HORSE gets printed" or "HORSE is printed because

2. Denying the Antecedent

?IF.15 = 19 THEN PRINT "HEAD" ELSE
loostx

. Answers
a. HEAD.
b. FOOT
c. Can't tell from the information given
d. don't 'know

"Since:18
18 is.equaI

1,'N

PRINT "FOOT"

is equal to
to 38."

Correct_Reatiinfaidorrect4mswer_i_ FOOT":: "15 is not equal to 19;
so.FOOV_ :is printed"-'or"FOOT is printedbecause_15 and 19 are not the same,"

3. Consequent-Actioni.."b" Occurs

. '?IE xkxxx. THEN PRINT "ROOM " .ELSE PRINT "PENCIL ".
ROOM .Answpra,

a; 30=30
b.37=35

fromzhe information given
d. don't know

.Sample-Correct -Reason for Correct Answer, 30=1Q". ."ROOM!' had to be_
printed because 30 eqUals 30 must have been'undprthe box" or "it must have
been 30=30 under'the box becauSe.R0QM was prOted.".:

-

'4. _Consequent=Actio.-- Occurs
-

?IF XXXX& THEN PRINT "EAR ", ELSE PRAT
NOSE = .Answers :7

'44: 52=57

b.' 55=55"

Noss:*

="

c: ' can't tell frOm:g2e information. given
. don't know

,Sample Reason for COrre4 Answer, "52=57" : "NOSE was" printed
because 52 =57 was after the. .!7It-.44st. have been:527 becaUbe NOSE

-.printed."

-Figure 9.. 'Sample Quetions 6C0 Conditional Branch Test
and Sample Correct:ReaSans -filiCorredt Answers

was



TABLE 5
r

TOTAL SCORES'AND SUBSCORES ON LOGO CONDITIONAL. BRANCH TEST.

Consequent
Affiri' Deny' Action

AntereaPnr Antecedent "b" occurs

Mean 5.1. 4.251
A

Standard
Deviation

'5. or 6

Correct

4

Correct

Less Than
4 Correct

Consequent
Action

4 ors Total

4.1

0.45 0.22 0.639-*

95

0.447

. 15

1.0

9.5 70 80

4 :

In each.aspect of the LOGO conditional.hrand'h statement tested.for).95%
- .

or .more of the experidental group answered 4 Gilmore of the'queStions

correctly. If we use the Ennis criteria for mastery of logical Conditional

',statements (Ennis: and :Paulus,. 1965), we cad say that'for,each aspect-of the -

LOGO Conditional branch statement, 95% of:the experimental group satisfies the

-
necessary condition of mastery.

In addition) if we:define LOGO conditionalbranch statement Fluent-yeas

meeting the sufficient condition for mastery .(5 or 6 out of.6 correct)) then

we can say that most of the. experimental subjects were fluent on affirming the

antecedent but very few were fluent on the other three LOGO conditional branch

;aspects. Howeverilf we define" being in the 4iiminder-Stage,as meeting the

necessary condition for mastery (at leatt 4 outof 6 correct)) then we can say

that at least 95% of the experimental subjects were at this stage for each of
.

the four LOGO conditional branch statement aspects.
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2. Principles of Conditional_I-vogic

There are a number of ways retirthett have gone about measuring

performance*the principles of conditional logic. 24 In this study two

di nct measures diVited by Ennis Andhis.Sssociates were used: an abridged

_ .

version of. the Cornell Conditional Reasoning TeStifForn X (CCRT) and the

.Smith-Sturgeon Conditional Reasoning Tett (SSCRT). The CERT (Ennis and Paulus,

1965) is h paper and pencil. test and .the SSCRT Ennis, 1969 is a concrete

manipdiatiOn test, and were. both devisedto measure the same principles of

conditional reasoning. The two tests are complementary in that the SSCRT was

created to avoid the dependence upon reading tkilli'that is characteristic of ;

the CCRT. To my knowledge, theti.tWO tests have never:been used.in thesame

experiment to measure principles of conditional logic;

The test suits were scored using both a material conditional

interpretation A biaonditional.interpretation of the logical conditional

statement.The o pogable differences between the twd scoring schemes can
,

appear.in the fall cy principIes.25

a; Cornell Conditional Reasoning Test

abridged version of-the COrh41 Conditional Reasoning Test, Form X was

used in: this study to measure bdth the control and experimental group's

Understanding of the font principles of condiki,k. logic (see Figure 1). The

original test was cut in half fdr this purpOied, as EnniO and Paulus (1965)

suggest, apdthe questions used Verd;rAnddM1Y.Mixed with the proviso that no

two. questions from any one Item group appear on the Same page. The two item

groups of .questions pertaining to Transitivity are excluded from the dlta

analysis reported-here.
.

Because of. the split=plot repeated measures postr test -only control group
2'

.

s:lesign utilized in this study, subjects took this test at different times.

However, whenever the test was taket,_iewAS taicen at one sitting.
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Table 6 shows the meansand standard deviations of the scores on the four

principles-of conditional logic under bothinterpretations for the EG. In

additiont the table shows the percentage of ths subjects in the gGvho

correctly answered 5 or__6 questOnsi 4 quetionsand less than 4 questions for
tw 1

the various principles; Table 7 presents the same data for the CC;

TABLE 6

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP MEANS- AND MASTERY DATA ON FOUR. PRINCIPLES
F CONDITIONAL LOGIC MEASURED. BY THE CCRT

Forward .

Conditional' Inversion

HC/BC MC

Contra-
Conve.-sion . Positional

MC Be Me /Be

Mean 3.1 1.65 3.8 1.65 3;85 2.2

SD 1.41 1.49 =. 1.9 1.30 . 1.69 1.54

5 Or 6.

Correct

(Z)

15. 40
. rr.

40 10

4 Corrett: 20 20 15 10 15 10

Less than
4Oorrect , 65 80. 45 i 0 4 80

(%)

Note: "MCI stands for material conditional interpretation of answers; "BC"
stands for biconditional interpretation of answers; "MC/BC" indicates that'
both interpretaEions(givethe same results;

- . .

raf 6
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TABLE 7

CONTROL -GROUP -MEANS AND MASTERY DATA ON FOUR PRINCIPLES

OF CONDITIONAL LOGIC MEASURED BY THE CCRT

Forward' Contra -
Conditional Inversion Conversion Positional

MC

3.19 ,1.80

SD 1.43' 1.47
.

.

5 or 6
Correct 19 0

(%)

41Correct 19 19
(Z) :

Less than
4 correct 62 81-

(%)

BC MC ; Bc MC /BC

. .

2.19 '1.66. 3.31, .2.33

-1.59 1'.27
.:4

1.45 1.51

10 .0 IT

14 10 9:5
-,,,

:

,Ti

76 90 62 81

---Note: "MC" stands for craterial conditional interpretation of answers; "BC"
stands for biconditiOnal interpretation_of answers; "MC /BC" indicaees that
both interpretations give.the same results.

.

. ,

,

Notice hOw dramatically better the EC does on thlifallacY principles
-- . - . ...,

,

.
.

. ,

under the biconditional interpre4A1167Ftr InVerSiohijt.total of 55% satisfy
-

. _
the neCessarycondition for mastery compared to 20%,:':under thematerial

.

conditional interpretation. For Conversibni 55% satisfy the necessary

'Condition for mastery:compared to 10%under the material conditional

interpretation. The-results for the CC under the, biconditional intexpretation

for the fallacy principles are less dramatic. For Inversion; 24% satisfy the

necessary condition for:master7 compared, to 19% under the material conditional'

interpretation. For Coniersion, 38% satisfy the necessary condition for'

mastery compared to .10X underthe material .conditional interpretation.
.
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b. Smithr-Sturgeon Conditional' Reasoning Teit

:.The Other test used -,in this study to measure the ability to utilize

_correctly prindiplesof conditional lOgid Was.the SSCRT. This test consists of
,-

two parts: a house part and a cfiemical part. Each part was separately _

adMinistered in a rafi'dOM fashion to each child in the study. Toe both parts of

'the test, the tester must first determine whether or not the subject

understands the Foivard Conditional principle before the subject is allowed tot..
.

.protted with the test. All subjects understood this principle and

allowed to proceed with the test.'Bothilarts of the test measured Inversion;

all we

Conliersioni .Contraposition -and TranfAtiVity: Transitivity scores were;exdluded-

.from the data analyeis-reported studyi
t44

r.

Table 8 shows the mean and stOdard deviption scores for the EC on each.

of the three princIpIes as well as the'percentage of the group that answered 5
.

"or'6,questions correctly, 4 questions correctly and less than 4 questions

both ip,trpre-

.

'S'ite data for the

correctly for-each principle..These data are presented for

tation of the test questibn answers. Table 9 presents
_
the-

',
_

CG.

rf
Notice that for both;the:_experiMental And control groups, a sizable

. :

proportion pes not meet.theeoessary condition for mastery. For both groups,

Consideiabli Moreiubjects meet,the necessary condition for mastery -under the

Ilidonditional interpretation than under the material condittonaI interpre-

tation.

sl -



TABLE 8;

EXPERIMENTAL CROUP MEANS AND MASTERY DATA-ON'THREE PRINCIPLES

OF CONDITIONAL. LOGIC MEASURED BY THE SSCRT

5-6
Correct

Rouse_ChitilicalTotal (%) (%)

4

Correct
Less than

. 4-Correct

(%)

MC 0.15 2.15 2.3 a 5 20 75
(0.49) (1.53) /(1.66)

-.'Inversion

BC 1;75 1.10 2.85 5 30 65
(0.55) .97). (1.27) .

MC 0.40 2.16 2.55 15 10 75
(0.60) (1.42) (1.73)

Conversion

BC 1.35' 1.50 2.85 25 :60
(0.745) 1;28) (1.7)

Contra-
position

MC/
BC

0.65
(0.875)

3.5
(0.88)

4.15

(1.18)

35- 50 15,

Note: "MC" stands for materia1..conditional interpretation ofansweri; "BC"
stands for hiConditional iet#rpretatl.on of answers; "MC/BC" indicates that
both inteiptetationsgive the same resOltt. .



TABLE 9

CONTROL CROUP MEANS AND MASTERY DATA ON E PRINCIPLES
OF CONDITIONAL LOGIC MEASURED fff. .SSCRT-

House
_ ]

Chemical Total
54

lCorrect
= 4

Correct
Liss than
4 Correct:.

MC 0.05
(0.22)

2.33
(144)

2i38-i.

(1.32)
5 19 76

. Inversion
.

BC 1.81 1.14 2.95 7
(0.40) (0.96) 1(0.97) .

MC- 0.48 1.71 2.19 14 81

.Conversion.-

. :

(0;81) .42) (1.83)

.

1.43
(0.87)

2.05_

(1.32):
3.48.

(1.75)
24 38 38

'Contra -

position
MC/
BC

0.57
(0;81)

2;81:

(1;2).
3.38

(143)-

19 33 48

Note: "MC" stands for material conditional interpretation:of answers; "BC"-
stands for bitonditional interpretation ofansweis; 7MC/BC:' 'indicates that
both interpretatiOns give the same results.

c. Correlations: LOGO Conditional' Branch Statement" and Ftinciples of
Conditional LogiC

=

Table 10 shows the Pearson Ftoduct Moment correlations -between EG'scores
-

on the four. aspects (and totala) of the L060cOnditional branch. siatements-

1.-

measured by-the LOGO Conditional Branch Test and the four principles-of-
.

-. ...- .

r conditional logic.aaMeasured'hy the CCRT and SSCRT-under both the material-

. .. ,.:

confttional'and biconditionanterpretations:



TABLE.10

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN. PRINCIPLES OF CONDITIONAL LOGIC
AND LOGO CONDITIONAL BRANCH STATEMENT ASPECTS

LOGO Conditionil.Statement Teat
Affirming Denying Aftirming Affirming

7-e- i :"a" ii li" Total
Forward CCRT MC/BC
Conditional

-.1001 7.4839*-F, -.0876-
,r;_::'.'"

.-.1835., -.265.
q:,-

:- ; MC
CCRT

.2595 .2909.- .2060 -.1330 .231

BC .08599 .4620* -.1702 -.1580 -.035:,

MC -
= SST-4

-.1683 . .:0722 =.1263 -. 0722 -.019
_0
,.

. BC.

, v

=.0170 -- _7.0169' -.1124
.

-.1070 -.087

d .MC
,.4 SST-C

.7.1768 .17 68.
:_.
.1768, -.0135 .289 .0878

_BC .0972 -.2188 =.2128 -.0243 -.139 :-

MC
SST-T

=.1136 .1846 -.0248 .241 .075

. BC .0278
....

- .'-2134 -.2112 .0278 ,

.

-:143

MC
. cegT

-.1528 .2967 ;2361' .2428' .359

BC .1597 ; .2509 7.1580- -.136'

-WC-
_o SST' -H

.2361 .1574 0 ,.0393:,

'

.1445

C -.4364 -.2053 -.0830 .2053
.

-.180.

>o- MC
Sca,;, ST-C

.0578 .3552 - .1012.. .2230. . .128

BC -.0921 1=.4606*. =.0968,. ; -.7.1842 -.263

SST=1
.1291 .3466 -.0832- .1971- ..155

BC -.2569 -.4375 .-.1094 -.277

CCRT MC/BC
I_ C0 0

-.335 -4.270 -.2671. --.2594-
=

=.4859;
i

4.1 JIJ SST-i MC/BC

:C), 0

-.0404 .1748 4.1177
r

.0941
- r

-.019 L
C.) -0

114 SST=C MC/BC =.1325 .1325 .5298* .1087

r:

Note: "MC" stands for material conditional interpretation of answers; "BC"_

stands for biconditional interpretation of anSWeral:"MC/BC" indicates that
both interpretations give the same results. "CCRT" Cornell Conditional
Reasoning Test; Form X. "SST" ..,Smith- Sturgeon Conditional Reasoning Teat.
"-H" rilouse Part. "C" Chemitil Part. '7T" r Total. * statistically
different from zero.
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Note that in Table 10, the;'only correlation total that we can say is

significantly different from zero is theOhe with the CCRT Contraposition

prinCiple and that one IS negative. All other correlations between logical

principles and total LOGO Conditional Statement Test scores are not

significantly different from zero... The critical value, at the 0.051.6Ve or

.the Pearson Correlation is 0.444, dfa18, See Roscoe (1969, Table A-II)i

Hypotheses and Inferential. Experimental_RotistarR.

_ .

te want to determine whether or not the EG was affected by any indirect

_

instruction in the four princUaes of conditional .10gi 0 as a result of the

LOGO experience. Nall hypotheSeS are deli-elopedfor the validity and falIady

principles. In all of the inferential statistics repOrted in this section, A.

separate analysis was made with the pre- and post-test. achieveideht scores

statistically partfallid out .(analysis of covariance). Sihce there' was no

effect due to the partialling0'the non-pirtialled statistical results are

reported:here. Results at the 0.05 significance level are considered to; be

siatisticaIly.sighthcahn

1. Validity-Principles

_Hypothesis 1. There is no significant difference between_the
experiMental and_control groups on the Forward Conditional principle when the
test measuring piiformance on this principle is .scored under the material
conditional / biconditional interpretation;

The CCRT was used-as the} sole teasute of thid principle. Recall that the
.

material conditional and biconditional interpretations (and thus the'scoring)
-

f the question answers are identical far validity principles. Table 11 ,shows'

the results of the oneway analysis of variance that tests Hypothesis 1.

There is no signifiCant difference betten the experimental and control

groups onshe Forward Conditional principle under the material conditional/

biconditional interpretation as measured by the CCRT. Thus, Hypothesis 1

cannot be rejected.



Source
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TABLE 11

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST FOR HYPOTHESIS 1

SS - df .MS

BetweenGroups 0.0838 1 ,0;0838 0:041

Within 'Groups 79.04 39 2;027

Tots 79;12 40

Hypothesis . ere is to 'significant difference between the._

experixentai.and con rot!grOUps on the Contraposition - principle when tests
measuring performance on this principle -are-are scored under a material
Conditionilibiconditional.interpretation.

The CCRT and the'SSCRT are two separate measures involved in testing this

hypothes is. These two tests were

subjects; The tests were given a

randomly ehoSen to,tAke them.. It

.using a split -plot repeated measures statistical design; This design is

described in detail in Kirk (1968). Kodrof-and Roberge..(1975) utilize thiS,.

administered in a random order to all

number of different times and'subjecti were
.

was thus possible to test this hypothesis

.

design in their experiment which used a concrete materials and a verbal form

ot a test to measure two principles.gf conditional logic; Table 12 shows the

retultfOor Hypothesis 2.

Table 12 shows a sigficant main effect of measures. An examination of

Tables 6, 7 and 9 shows.that both groups did significantly better on: the SSCRT

than on the CCRT When measured on the ContrapOsition principle. There were,
.$

*however, no significant main effects for groups and measures. Thus, there is

no significant difference between the experiMental and control groups on the

6

Contraposition principle under the-material conditionalibiconditional

interpretations, as measured by the CCRT and the SSCRT. Th4,

cannot be rejected;
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TABLE 12

SPLIT=PLOT REPEATED MEASURES TEST OF HYPOTHESIS 2

Source SS P

Between Subjects 79.488 40
Groups 2.737 1 2.737
Ettotij 76.751. 39 1.968

Within Groups 145.500 41 7
Measimes 48;402 1 48.402
Groups X
Measures

: 3.337 _1 '3.337
Errorw 93.761 39 2.404

1.39 0.244

20.133 0.0002*

1.388 0.2444
1.

Total 224;988

_

Notei indinates Significance at the .05 leVel.

. Fallacy Principle's

. -HyporhPsisla. There IS no significant differente:betWeen the
experimental and control groups on the Inversion principle when the tests
measuring petformance.on this principle are scored under the material
conditional interpretation. 14

Hypothesis 3b. Thete is -no significant afferenbe between the
experimental and control groups _on the Inversion principle when the- tests
measuring performince on this principle are scored under the :bindnditionel
interpretation.

-Aisplitplot repeated measures statistical: designi similai to, tie one

:that was performed, to ,test Hypothesis 2, was atiIiied here. Table 13 shows the

results for Hypothesis 3a and Table 14 shows the results for Hypoxhesis 3b?

Table -13 showano signifitantresults. There is.nd'signifinent difference

between the two groups on-the Inversion princiOld Wader-the material

conditional interpretation as uteasured by the CCRT andSSCRT. HypotheFas

3a cannot be rejected. Neither-is there any significant difference between the

two measures used to test performance on this logidel.ptinnitild'i hot is there

any interaction effect between .the groups and tests under ihe material

tonditional interpretation.
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Table 14 shows :significant groups and, intel4Ction (groupsXmeasured)

effects; The simple main effects anaiySisi Presented in Table 15 along with.

the means preAntekin Tables 6, 7; 8 and 9, shows that theexperimental group
, .

did significantly better than the control group 'on the_CCRT-InVerSiOn items.,

Thusi Hypothesii 3b can _be -rejected;26

In'Adition,.Tables 6, 7, 8-and 9 indidate that the experimental group

did significantly better on the CCRT Inversion items -than they did on the:

4.3

SSCRT Inversion items. And, the control group did significantly betteron the

_SSCRT Inversion iteusithanthey-did on the CCRT Inversion 4.ted§.

pothetle-4a-;- There is no signifidant difference betWeen the:
experimental and control groups on -the Conversion principle when'tests
measuring performance on'this principle are scored -under the material
conditional interpretation.

Hypothesis 4b. There 'is. no significant difference betWeen:the
experimental and control groups on the ConvertiOn_prindiple when the tests
measuring performance on this principle are scored under the biconditional
interpretation.

A split-plot repeated measures statistical design, similar to the one-

that was performed to test: Hypothesis utilized here; ale 16 thOWSthe

results for Hypothesis .4a and Table.17 OtiVit the reSdltS for Hypothesis.4b;

Tables:16 and 17 show no significant results; Thus; Hypothesis 4a and

Hypothesis 4b cannot be rejected. There is no significant difference between

the two groups on the Conversion principle under the material tOnditiOnal

interpretation and under the biconditional interpretation as measured by the:.

CCRT-and SSCRT. Neither is there any significant difference between the two

measures used"to test this logical principie.under either-the material

conditional or-the biconditional interpretations; Tinally there IS no

interaction effect between ,the groUps and the teSts used to measure

performance on the Conversion Principie under. themateriaI conditional and

bidonditionaI interpretations.



TABLE .13
1*

SPIT-P.LOT REPEATED MEASURES TEST'OF'HYPOTHiSIS

Source SS 1.

r.

:BetWeen gubjeCts' 66.902
Groups , '0; 008

Error b 66.894

Within Subjetes 111.500
Measures
Groups X
Measures 0.0755

- Error4 fe6;046:,
:.

. -

40

1

41
1

1

39

0.008
1.715

5.378

. .

0.0755
2.719'

4.

Q. 0049

1.977

Q.0277

Total. 178.402 =0.

;0.9429

0.1642.

6..8828

Source

.

TABLE 14

SPLIT=PLOT REPEATED MEASTWS,TEST OF IYPOTHESIS 3b

SS p

Between SubjeCtS
Groups'
Errorb

89.195
11;634
77.561

40

1'

39.

. Within Subjects 111.5000 41
Measures 0.1097 1 .

Groups X .,

MeaStites 15.010. 1.

Error 96.3797 39

Total 200.695 81

'11.634
':,1:988.

0.10976

15;00_
-2..471:'

...,-.

0.0444 0;8285

6;0739 0;0173*

Note: * indicates a significant result at the 0.05 level.:
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TABLE 15

ANALYZS OF SIMPLE MAIN EFFECTS IN TABLE 42

SS df

Bitween Subjects

f5etween Groups
c4tCCRT

BetWeen Groups
at SSCRT

Within Cell

Within Sdhjects.

Between Measures
- at EG

BetWeen.-Measures
`- at

AB

Meas. X Subjects
with Groups

26. 26.53 927.6*

0.107 1 0.107 3.74".

78' 0.0286

336 1. 336 136*._

218 218 .88*

15.01. 15.01 6.073

6.3.79

.

2.47

Total 200;695.: [79'

NOte: * indicates significance at the'0.05 Ievel.'

lource.

TABLE 16.

SPLIT -PLOT REPEATED MEASURES TEST OF HYPOTHESIS 40:=,

ss df Fs

Between: Subjects

Groups 3 -
Eirorb

Within Groui.s

Measuresi
:..GrOu0s X

Measures
Error4

40-

123.50
10.25:

0.725
112.52

0.60 0.305 0.59'
1.97

10.25 3.55 , 0.063.

0.25 0.6247
2.885

Total 216.98 81

t-



.
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TABLE 17

. :

SPLIT -PLOT REPEATED MEASI.IRES TEST OF HYPOTHESIS 4b

Seurce SS MS F.

Between Subjects 133.78 40'
Groups 0.061 0.061 0;018: .0.889
Erro b 03.72 39 3.428

Within :Crops 91.50- 41
Measures 3.52 1 3.52 1.69 . Ci198
Groups X
Mv4ures 6.69 _1 6.69 3.21 0.0775

'Erroriiii 81.29 39 2.08 OM.IM

Total. 225.28 . 81

SummarY

The inferential statistical results` for the hypotheses generated for the
ss

principles of conditional.Ingic are summarized in Figure 10: Note that only

4ypothesis.3b (Inersion'under the biconditional interpretation) can be-.,

rejected. Heie$ thereto is a significant eff t favoring the ekperimentai

group's performance on the CCRT Inversion items:

The table also shows that for the-Cuntrapositon principle; both groups

significantly better on the SSCRT:than they:didibt the'CCRT items. Also;

:fOr the Inversion principle4under.th biConditional interpretation; the

exiiiriMental group did significantli'hettet* t e CCRT itemC;than they did on

.the SSCRT items and the contra group didignif

its than they-did on the CCRT itemsj7

cantly better on itheSS' cRT



Statistically Significant Results
(at the 0.05 level)

Interaction
Reject (Groups X

Hypothesis Groups . Measures Measures-

0'0 E:
OS 0 o ,

m Hypothesis no n.s..1:4 0 +I n.a.a3 .V.I
,.

MI
-O
$.1 .1.1

M C.) 1- P.4 Z
C..) Pr. n tZ
1.4 P

- 0

1:4

I 4
>4 0 o

_t.. sj
I-4 ..I.J 1.1 P:1 Hypothesis no -.. sig.

4 0 0 . = .

n.s.
01 0 v4. .-": -, ,- ,

1.4 0 M -: W l (for SSCRT)
-4 CU . ... '

n.a.

n.s.

r44

ai
.k. Hypothesis , ye.s. sig. sig. sig.

1..1 _ :, (:),
- -,

3b, -(for EG_ (fOt.EGal

, -

Hypothesis: nR n.s. n.s.

5a

.on-CCRT) _on CCRT.

an4 for
1=, , CG on SSCRT)

. -

v
,.:.

% ypothesis ',no h.S. n.s. n.s.

44 o
0

-,
.:-

....4

4 1 0
).4

> i

.4 0 ..,'i-A-
.

4*:-
C. c.

_o
,

;- 0

. .
xi Hypothesis no n.s. n.s. n.s.

4b

Figure 10. Summary Table for Principles of ConclitionaI Logic Hypotheses
n.s. "= noh-significant resultrsig.".issignificant result;- ,n.a.-"- not.-

applicable; ."MC" materialconditional interpretation of answers;'.:
BC" biconclitional interpretation'of answers; "MC/BC"= both

interpretations giVethelsame results)
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

A. Conclusions

Since there was na-attempt to ascertain the subjects' interpretation of

the logic conditional Statement or the LOGO conditional branch statement, the

question specifically addressed by this study is: haw does the LOGO experience

affect experimental group performance 0 tests measuring understanding of the .

four conditional logic principles, when the measures of these principles are

.

scored.in a material conditional and a hiconditional manner?
_

Id addition, the study sought to determine whetherand how a specific

_

part of the:LOGO camputerlanguage, then conditional branch statement, affects

,logical performance. Also, the study examined standardized achievement test

.

scores to see. f they were affected by participation in the LOGO experience.

Clearly, the strongest kind of evidence` is that provided.by inferential

'statistics. The inferential results in this study show no statistically

significant difference' between the experimental and,contra groups on any of
.

, . .

the logical pfinciplea-When the test its were scored in the traditional

manner (i.e.) material conditional). However, Whenthe test items were

.
rescored under a biconditional interpretation it was found -that' the

experimental group did significantly bettqr than the control group on the
7

Inversion falla6f principle.

Thus, assuming that subjects Interpret,Iogiaal conditional tateienta in

a bicondifional manner, the LOGO experience aignificantly.improvedthe'

expeiimental group's performance on the Inversion principle of onditional

logic.
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FolloWingEnnis and. PaulUs (1965), two levels of mastery of.logical

principles were examined; To meet the-SUffidient condition -of mastery;

subject must score 5' -or 6 Correct answers out of a maximum of 6 for a

- principle. TO Meet the necessary condition of masteryi...a subject must score at

lea-St .4 correct answers out of a maximitm'of 6 for a principle. Tables 6i

and 9 contain data on mastery.-For'all but the Fort4Atd Conditional and the

-.Conversion principle (under the bidonditional interpretation); the percentage;.

Of the experimental group

the percentage of-control

percentage oftontrol and

condition of mastery were

mastering a principle was equal to. or greater than

group mastery:,iFor the Inversion principle, the- .

experimental group subjects.achi2ing the sufficient

equal butthe experimental'groqp had a higher

percentage achievingnecessary.condition Mastery.

The correlational results in Table 10-showa statistically significant

positive non-zero correlation' between Inversion principle (measured by the

CCRT and scored under the biconditionaI interpretation) and the "denying the

antecedent" aspect of. the LOGO Conditional-Branch Test. This aspect. of the

LOGO conditional. branch statemenc.can be viewed., btdaUte of its semantics; as

LOGO-Inversion. Thus,., performance on that aspect of the LOGO conditional

Brandh Tett that most closely mirrors.Iogicai Inversion has a significant

positive correlation with,perforMance on the Inversion principle itself. There

are other significantly non-2tr&dorrelatiOns.

B. Discussion

The inferential statistics suggest that the LOGO experience is Inversion

specific; when it is assumed that subjects interpret thelogical conditional

'statement in A bidonditional manner. In addition;' the correlational results
i

indicate that learning the LOGO' conditional branch statement correlates



s. .

positively and significantly with the Inversion principle under the
. ,

bidOnd- itional interpretation.

It. thusap pears that some learning did occur on a principle of-

conditional'logit as a tetUltNf the LOGO experience and iierhips beCause of

,

learning an aspect of the LOGO conditiouabbranth titatemene.The results also

suggest; that in the absence of any other significant iftferehtial restiltsi

LOGO is Inversion specific,:i.e.i'effectkOnly Inversion significantly, under a

biconditiOnal.interpretation of the conditional statement."
.

Thusi if "correce.finstinCtion:in ihe:principles ofd6n4tional.iosiC

meant learning the 'alaterial-tooditiOtal itterpretationithen th'e results of
.

;,this study suggest that the LOGO experience provides "incorrectindirect-

instruction in one TrinciPle,of: conditional logic: Inversion.

The goal of this-study was quite limited;. It set out to see Whether the

LOGO:experience ad any significant effect upon the learning of cOnditional

priociples; iddre.Was no attempt tUind out, juit how subjects interprete&i.

Conditional statement'. If this could be determined we could then utilite a

2X2Ya analysis_ of variance or split-plot repeated measures experithental

.

desigaltw6.groups (coutrOl'aild experimental). 11:two subgroups (subjects who

interpret thecOnditional Statement iana material- conditional manner and

subjects who utilize a biconditional interpretation) by two measures ofeach

oiical principle;

In this way we could answer such questioig as.wheiher there exists a.

significant difference between Material conditional (or biconditional)

interpretei who have had the LOGO experience and Material conditional (or'

biconditional) interpreters. who haVe not.hadtheexpe5ience.

I Totuded dpontheLOGO conditional branch statement because it seemed to

be syntactically and semantically closest to the conditional statement.



.Perhaps other aspects of the LOGO language might correlate significantly with

conditional statements. Two poatible candidates are mastery of computational

iteration and recursion (see Statz; 1973). While some-iterative and recursive

prOcedUres require LOGO conditional branch statements, others huaLVe. no such

requirement: Computational recursionnd iteration seem to 'require a certain

kind of logical reasoning: to master sucCessfully

There was no direct test of which; if any, of the LOGO conditional:branch

statement interpretations the experimental Subjects useii:And sincerit-was not

known how subjects interpreted the conditional statement, we could not ask and

:..answer 'these questionar-

1) doetva particular logical -Onditional statement AnteiketatiOn, in
and of itself, affect the subseque.t interpretation of the LOGO conditional
branch statement for a subject 4h ;baS leatned LOGO?

.:
. A.. .

2) -does a particular_LOGO cons tional branch'stateEtteft inierpretation;'in
and of itself, affectlogical donditionaireaspniqg performance?

.-These questions could be addressed in a 2X2X2X2 split -plot and analysig

of variance experimental design: two gro pa (Oontrol.,and experimental grd40)

..b.:L two subgroupi (materiaiand.Aiidonditi nal interpretations of the
i - -7' / ...

conditional statement)/ two. ,=Sub4- upa (impi.174t and explicit ELSE
I

ihietPretation oCthe!LO conditinInal math Statement)bi'two:measuresof
:-...,

4 liihaed principie o ditional logic:
i

Becausodthemiteddesign1iof he experiment=.we can only speculate

that if bjectS interpret the coedit nal statement.'in a certain manner (and

score the qUestions appropriltely) then the LOGO eicperience has such and:
.

,

. .

Such effects. In addition, we tan on conjecture that if ,subjects interpret-

the conditional statement 46 a. certa n manner, and _if-subjectECintc.rpret

LOGO conditional. brandh statement i a certain walY, then Suchandauch restarts
_I



Finallyi a true test of:Whether the LOGO conditional branch statement

- .

affects the principlesof:conditional logic is an. experiment Where two

learn LOGO. One groUp learns the Loco. conditional branch:statethentherOther

does not. This might;7be a difficult and unrealistic experiment to carry out
'-

. ,

,

Since the conditional -branch statement is such a:vitWpart of-the. LOGO
..,.

progrsmming.Ianguage.

It is not Clear just hOw widely one can generalize from theconclusions

c..

..,'this.study. Randomization seems to have succeeded in creating non-biased

sample groups within the kifth:gradein the school; measures'used to
Nz-

test for conditional logic principles had reasortabLi conientand construct

validity (Entia and Padluai 1965; Ennis, 1969). The LOGO Conditional Branch_

Test merely mimicked a terminal session With th,,LOGO system and can thus be

said to have perfect content validity with no need, for an assessment of

construct validity.

_

Whether or'not the school involved in -.the study is representative of.anY,
.

national' average is difficult to say and is beyond the scope of this study'tO

ri

determine. Thus, it is site to say that the concIusionaof this study can'be

generalized to the extent to which the school and the fifth graders are

.

representative nationally. In addition,-the LOGO computer programming language

is sufficiently 'different, `1n a variety Ofways from other commonly,used
, .

. .

Computer Languages, thatgeneralization beyond LOGO to..other IF-THEN=ELSE:and

standard condftionalstatements might:not be warranted.

There are implications-la:this study which depend .to.SOme-extent

extent to which the results can be generalized. For instance,it is' sometimes

said that learning computer; programming influences (usually4mOrove4YOnea-.. ,

upon the

Logical reasoning abilities. This is a frequent argument heard for the

.1

'incorporation of,computerprogramming into school curricula .and into-the home .

as an educational tool.



Clearly thisstqdy dois not support thisariument to any great witent. It
. . .

does, however, demonstrate that under certain specific conditions learning

1;01GO.programming does- have -a statistically-significant,effect upon A-logical--

ability.
_

In additioni-this study uncovered evidence that the control group, .which

did
/
not learn LOGO programming, improved significantlynn reading achievement

-

scores..The experimental group showed no such, improvement. This was .the only

difference observed betweenthe two groups in achievement.teasures. There was

Hno way to determine whether this phenomenon was due to the LOGO experience,

per se.-Iaerhaps any group removed. from the regular classroom for 30 '.ours over

0,15 week ieriod would have performed'similarly SuCh a result,' however, does

suggest a broader question: does learning a computer programming ianguage have

-unintended side effects in the achievement, cngnitive and affectiVe domain0
.

If so, =what are .they?

I hope that this study has paverrthe way for future improved studies

will address these and other questions associated with learning computer,

programming. This study has indicated that the interpretation.of logical

statements is an .impeittAtt consideration- when .evaluating "correct" and

"incorrect" perfnimafice on measuring instruments and that interpretation of

that

certain computer programming statements may be Important when considering:the

effects of, learning computer languages on the understanding. andutiiization of

logical principles.



NOTES

.

1. The lates.11_4 lOng line of professional society, repofts Onthis:titter
is the'- National Science Foundation sponsored siudy.done'by the National
Council Of Teadhers. of:Mathematics (0sbornt, 1980). Professional and lay
populations surveyed agreedthat problem solving should serVeed_a focuS.for
the mathematics. curricula of the 1980's. Oier 93a identified problem solving
as':the development of logical reasoning and thinking.

2. Ennis (1962; 1969975, 19 )i,-.Siiiih (1957)and KneIier:(1966),';:for
instance, _present -Strong:arguments forthisoonniction. The Osborne (1980:

!.

.gtiidir lends additional emOiricaIT upport to this pointof,Viev. There hit been
-precious little research addressi tht effects of learning computer
programming on problem solving. See Clement, Lochhead and SOLOWay (1979; 1909)
and Soloway, Lochhead and Clement (1980).

3. I do,not mean ability to understand; symbolic logic,as logicians do. ,Quite
the contrary. J.-mean the ability to understand logical prikiples as refleCted

%:s.ineveryday.brdinary-language usage.'

4. ISee the National.;. Science Foundation sponsored technology assessment .of
pers6naICotputers (Nines, 1980).

5. This phenomenon his:been detcrihed by Green, with EriOson and:Seidman
(1980) within ti.thediy:of the logic and behavior of nationaIeducational

0-systems.,For example, Carnegie-MellOn-University is making'. plans for all of
its ANOdents to'have their own perSonaI,Computers by the yeaf 1986; The theorY
bf--aldownWard drift* the curriculum" predictsthat-it won't be very much
longer before'nigh school students will have their own cotputerstoo,

.6. *number of studies report the limitations and failures of -'direct
instriktion'in logical principiet: (dill, 1960; Ennis and Paului, 1965; Ennis,_
1969; Bergonecy and Ondrako, 1974; McAloonii 1969). A research review by

1.

Seidman (1989a, 1980h) summarizes these and other studies on logical reasoning
ability. Many of these- studies suggest that.the teaching method's/media were
inadacipate:

7. ,: -:For a highly ibstiiit diS6usSion-of eiplanatort,st&tements.44cansal
reXiitiptishipsi see CheptefIIITTatieelity andtauSal. Explanation") in lion.

(1971)..'kbrOad C011eCtion of writings on conditionals and causation
!e'..cau.bt lotiiid_ihSO4ta (1973). Scientific thinking and problem.. solving is

. 'hyPOthetied-deductive in,nature (Piageti.y1957) and hiS as its central. core, a
lOgidal frate4orkilForinstanCe see Inhelder and Diaget (1958). Hunt _(19.61)
suggests that -.certain conditions might constitute a_"matth" between learning:
Situations and learner so as -to promote a more rapid transition between
Piagetip_stages than would ordinarily occur. Consider the transition from the,
concrete -to Btatial operationS stage of :cognitive::. computer
programming constitute such a "match"'since it can be viewed as 'the concrete
manipulation of abstract propositions? This:notion is discussed in Seidman
-(19804). r;



8. See NiIles (1980) for a tevhnology assessment which includes such a
forecast.

9.: : One need only_examine_TRS-80. Atari, Apple or PET microcomputer
-----advertisemeots to detect this'typi of - appeal. -See,--for example,

Journal; 8, 2, February 1981.

10. ExiMpIes of the types of computer literacy_argumentaprevalent tOday can
be found in. Molnar (1977, 1980), Luehrmtn (19791 1980), Braun (1980a, 1980b),
Aiken and BraUn (1980). Also, see:Ander on and-Kiassen (1980d. 19801)) fiit
bibiliography of computer literacy papers.

=

11. The study reported in this paper is part of a larger stky.by .Seidman
(1980a);

12. It is sometimes argUed amongst logicians that.. the if -then conditional is
not a logical truth - functional connective (under the material tonditiOndl
interpretation) on the grounds that .c an cehe antecedent and "consequent of the

beconditional statement are ednot requit to ,telatedi. that-any conditional
statement-is true-with a false antecedent and that the inteipretation.takes no
cognizance of_the subjunctive mood (i.e., contrafactuai. conditionaIs).DeLong
(1970, 99) Makes the point that deapite the above objections, the,"ultimate:t
justification " .for the material conditional truth - functional interpretation of
the conditional statement is pragmatic; it has- proven very :
Iotidal analysis." In addition; Quine (1972).points out that the ordinary'.
conditional statement is really nothing more than'a conditional assertion
(rather than:the-assertionof a conditional) And that should the antecedent
turn out to.be false, it'is as if the assertion was.never made.

A _

-13. The for.these ptincipies- are from Ennis 'and Paulus (1965).dnd.are--
not-the same names that logicians' use. For example,. the Forward' Conditional
principle is called "modus ponens."

14. I use the word "standard ". to distingOish_the-conditiOnal bran& statement
illustrated in this'Section froma variation introdUded in another Section:
BASIC, the:tdat popular: and. prevalent higher-level plicrOcOmputer'Ianguege
contains thig type of statement. (E.g., IF A=C THEN GOTO 20).-

15. For instance, see ALGOL, LOGO, PASCAL and even newer versions of FORTRAN.
An example from LOGO: IF :A=:C THEN GOTO 20 ELSE :XeY 4- 1.

16. See Seidman (1980a).

17. Throughout this analysis,- I have refered to two possible interpretations
of'the logical,if-then conditional statement: material conditional and the
biconditionaI These are logical interpretations. However, there is some
evidence that the eenditional statement is interpreted in a non-logical
manrer. In `a review of over 40 research studies spanning thelast twenty
ye'ers, Seidman ,(1980a) shows that a developmental thread of biconditionaI-like
transductive relsoning runs through much of the literature on logical
reasoning. However, transductive reasoning pprformancp -(which is non-Iogical
seasoning) is identical to biconditionaI reasoning (logical reasoning).
Seidman posits that this may be why transductive reasoning is so hard to
detect. -A good 'exaciple of transductive reasoning research can be found in
Knifong (1974). Alsosee Plaget_(1926; 1928) on transductive reasoning.
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18. See McCarthy (1960) for an exposition of LISP.

19. Seymour Papert; one of the inventors ofLOGO, is a leadi propOnent of
. this_viewand of-teachin&LOGO eomputer progratting in grade

204 For itotaAtt: how are We_to know whether "incorrect" answers under the
material conditional scoring scheme that turn out. to be "Correct" answers
.under the.bidonditionai scoring seheme truly represent a bictitditiotal
interpretation of theA.ogical conditional statement? After all,,thit result
could very Will be due to o phenomenon, such as -the "matching
bias" posited by Eyans (1972) or transductive reasoning_ posited bySeidman
(1980a). Similar problers are encountered in trying to determine the
'interpretation of'the totditiOtal bitheh statement.. Seidmon"(1980a) has trigO.
to do this In.an indirecC manner.

21. oi see Kerlinger (1973).

,
22. A review of this literature can be found in. Seidtar, (1980a).

23. The LOGO Turtle is-an elettrodechanical robot that is directed by;
LOGO program -to move about the floor. It can move forward; backwards and turn
.about -its mid =point upon command. A pen it its belly can be lowered and
thila giving the Turtle'the.ability to leave "Turtle traces.-A_graphital
VerSion of the Turtle is also availablebutWas not used in this_stddy. A new .

geometry has been develbped around the "land" and graphical Turtle. See
Abelson and diSessa (1980).

24. Numerous instruments ha'e been. developecisince 1960, including: Hill;
..;1960;. O'Brien and Shapireii.196; Ennis Sand.Paulus; 1965; Ennis.; 1969; Peel,
1967; Parie;'1971; Roberge and Paulus; 1371.; Howell; 1967i
Gardiner, 1966; Paulusi 1967; Martens; 1967; Miller 1964.MtAloon; 1969;:_

; Carroll, 1971; Ryoti; 1973; Pieter; 1974; Kodiof and Roherge; 1975; Antonok
and(Robergei 1978. Most post-1965-measureg-takt Ennis and POUlus .(1965) as
their model.

_ 1_

. 25; The two scoring tethods oreindependent of one another since an "I don't

.10-6144, not enough information given" response was one possible answer out of
. .

three.

26. Peel (1967) found similar results on a very different kind.of reasoning:
test:.

27. The content dithentionS_of these test items were analysedi No significant
differeadei were foundbetween ihe control and experimental groups with
respect to'content of logical statements. See'Seidman
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